


Tourism is becoming cheap and travel can be 
managed easily via user’s friendly apps on 

smartphones. Tourist souvenirs are no longer 
reminiscent when selfie photos can 

memorize the romantic scenarios of all travelled 
spots. Local products are no longer a souvenir 

collection when online shops can offer free delivery 
services for products from every part of the world. 

The drastic change of travelling behavior in 
collaboration with new smartphone technologies 
has shifted the global tourism paradigm. The new 

era of product transcendence and affordable 
tourism will eliminate the border of global 

souvenir consumption. Souvenirs from different 
regions can be consumed elsewhere in the world.

TRANS SOUVENIRS



TRANSCENDING IMPACT THAT 
SHIFTS CONSUMER’S DEMAND ON 

IMPULSE BUYING
In today’s online world, the real estate for a shopper’s attention is only as wide as their digital screen. 

It is a “one screen world”. Due to this reason, it’s not uncommon to hear about the death 
of impulse shopping. But impulse shopping has not gone away.

    Buyers who are online shopper or walk-in customers need to have faith in the high standard 
of the products. Business owners must be smarter to win the attention of buyers in order to create a long-term 

brand loyalty. To spark a buyer’s impulse, science of data is required. Knowing your own customers, 
how to speak to them is important. Precision of messages on webpages will capture the customers
 decision to buy a products. Customers are focused on one screen and precise data will urge them 

to purchase at key moments during their digital journey.

THAI DESIGN AGAINST 
NEW GLOBAL CONSUMPTION

In today’s global marketplace, customers need more than a competitive price to persuade 
them to purchase a product. They need to trust in the quality of the product itself. 

This is why Thailand has introduced the Thailand Trust Mark (T Mark).
the T Mark acts as a symbol of international quality products and services – an endorsement 

of Thai excellence in various categories ranging from food, heavy industry, 
lifestyle, fashion to pharmaceutical products and spa supplies.

 the T Mark also serves to endorse not only product quality but also the ethics of the company itself. 
the T Mark has a set of stringent requirements based on internationally recognized standards, 

such as ISO 9001 for manufacturing, TLS 8001-2015 for laour standards and ISO 14001 for the green industry 
as well as CSR.  These requirements are essential for any company that wishes to flourish in the increasingly 

competitive international marketplace. Environmental management, fair treatment of labor and corporate 
social responsibility – these are all essential components of today’s global economy.



Consumer behavior of the next era should reflect the content of 
globalization that collaborates with indigenous culture 

of each market region. The co-presence of both 
universalizing and cultural eclecticism content will 

particularize tendencies in e-commerce sales and “glocal”
buyer’s decision. Very good examples of “glocalizing” 

product trends have already happened in many global enterprises.
    The international fast food chain McDonalds illustrates 
the concept of glocalization by changing their menus to 
appeal to local palates and customs. In some countries 

such as India, which a cow is sacred, the menu 
features McVeggies instead of hamburgers.

    In Singapore, customers can order a Chicken SingaPorridge; 
in Hong Kong, some Seaweed Shake Shake Fries. These are 
examples of the “Now and Next” marketing phenomenon that 

business owners should be aware of.

THE ECLECTIC PRODUCTS 
OF GLOCALIZATION



DEMARK EXCELLENCE AWARD 
(DEMARK) AT VENTURA LAMBRATE’S 

DESIGN SHOWCASES
The Design Excellence Award (DEmark) was established 
to give recognition to outstanding Thai product design. It is 
in conjunction with the Prime Minister’s Export Award (PM’s 
Export Award) which is presented annually by the Prime 
Minister under the auspices of Thailand Office of Innovation 
and Value Creation, Department of International Trade 
Promotion, Ministry of Commerce, Royal Thai Government.
    The winning product receives the DEmark for 
outstanding design, which can be used to promote 
well-designed Thai products in the international market. 

It is hoped that this award will help promote 
development of domestic products, which will in 

turn better the quality of life of both domestic 
and international consumers.
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Anon Pairot 
Design Studio

Website: www.anonpairot.com
E-mail: anon.pairot.info@gmail.com

CHANPEN COLLECTION
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Artwork

Washable Paper Tote Bag

Website: www.facebook.com/loveartwork
E-mail: siriwanpom@gmail.com
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Morning Dew Collection

Aztique Jewelry

Website: www.facebook.com/aztique.jewelry
E-mail : aztiquejewelry@gmail.com
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Deesawat

Website: www.deesawat.com
E-mail: info@deesawat.com 
             deesawat@ksc.th.com

Pumpkin Circle Bench
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Kenkoon

Website: www.kenkoon.com
Email: info@kenkoon.com

Self Table Collection
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Lukyang

Website: www.lukyang.com
E-mail: lukyangdesign@gmail.com

Let’s Plant Postcard
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Many Many

Website: www.manygoround.com
E-mail: manygoround.info@gmail.com

Many-go-Round Collection
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Mobella

Website: www.mobella.co.th
E-mail: anupol@mobella.co.th

LEAF

KRADONG

ICOSA
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New Arriva

Website: www.qualydesign.com
E-mail: coordinator@newarriva.com

ICOSA
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Ornaments&L’or

Website: www.ornaments-and-lor.com
E-mail: ornamentsss@gmail.com

Overwhelm Collection
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Pinsel on the Shelf

Website: www.facebook.com/pinselontheshelf
E-mail: pinselontheshelf@gmail.com

Paper Clutch,
Coffee & Tea Clutch Collection
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Prempracha’s 
Collection

Website: www.prempracha.com
E-mail: info@prempracha.com

Indigo Collection

Epoch Collection
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Srinlim Design Studio

Typotown Collection

Website: www.srinlim.com
E-mail: srinlimstudio@gmail.com

sarinya.limthongtip@gmail.com
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Thai Techno Glass

Website: www.bsgglass.com
E-mail: thanitarnan@bsgglass.com

BUGBEAT
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Thammada Studio

Website: www.facebook.com/Thammada.studio
E-mail: thammada.design@gmail.com

Phung Ma-Lai Ring, Zthai Garland Ring
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Designer
Showcase



Asia Collection

www.bronzeinthai.com

MASAYA is a brass furniture collection that collaborates 
Asian artistic skills with local materials and technologies. 

Designed by a young talented international award 
winner, Apiwat Chitapanya whose inspirations are derived 
from the stories of nature, MASAYA collection is presented 

by Feather coffee table and Rakk side table. The design 
ideas stemmed from nature’s organic lines whereby the 
combination of brass, stainless steel, marble, and wood 
are reinterpreted as pieces of art that express eccentric 

accents for contemporary home decoration. Feather 
portrays the beauty of the overlapped contour of bird’s 
plumages. The collection comprises a side table and a 

coffee table. Both pieces are hand-welded stainless steel 
base with wooden top. Feather table plays along with a 

home’s interior lighting. Plumages of bird that play along 
with the lighting of room’s interior reflects the shadowed 

lines that impact the floor with different dimensions.Roots 
are the organic foundation of plants. Roots stabilize objects 

on the ground. In complexity of roots, aesthetics are 
discovered through the root’s interlaced line coherence,

then reinterpreted and represented in a form of functional 
art to compliment the ambience of an interior space.
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Barketek

Having worked and equipped with 
experiences in landscape 
architectural design in 
multinational design firms in 
Thailand, Singapore and China 
for more than 9 years, Piyarat is 
now in charge of many real estate 
development projects for luxury 
resorts and hotels, office buildings 
throughout China and Southeast 
Asia. His interests have been 
expanding. At the moment, Piyarat 
also extends his scope of design 
to pet products for BARKETEK 
as part of his personal passion.

www.barketek.com
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Faifun

www.jittrakarn.com

A global design award winner, 
JITTRAKARN has been exploring the 
co-existence of future and reality to 

bring about the extraordinary into 
her design pragmatism. JITTRAKARN 
always let flow with her imagination, 

she dreams of a utopia where her 
imagination of jewelry is produced 

for ordinary uses. Her “Futuristic 
Artistic Jewelry Collection” is part 

of the dreams she has fulfilled. 
The collection transcends arts into 

wearable functional jewelry-art. 
In all her work details, it illustrates 

the poetic expression of her own 
dreams. JITTRAKARN’s jewelry 

reflects an image of the wearers 
who prefer to express their own 

personality through what they wear.
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Pana Design

www.pana-objects.com

Back in 2005, a group of friends met at a 
design college where they shared their 
passions towards design and all things 
about wood. Fast forward to present, that 
passion gave birth to something beautiful 
and the rest is history. Pana Objects is 
the one and only brainchild of 7 friends, 
designers and makers. With diverse and 
well-seasoned backgrounds ranging from 
industrial design, furniture design, graphic 
design, branding and manufacturing, 
Pana Objects aims to bring the charm of 
wood craft back to modern life. 
Everything comes straight from our mind, 
heart and hand with only one goal; “to 
make your life more lively and meaningful.
We just wish our wooden creations will 
make your life more lively and meaningful. ”.
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Saprang

www.facebook.com/SaprangCraftJewelry
www.saprang.com

Saprang means blooming in Thai, 
the meaning represents the identity 

of the jewelry-art collection. Organic 
forms of floral patterns are fused with 

various techniques of silversmith 
crafts. It reflects skills and styles 

of both design and craftsmanship. 
Saprang’s collections are inspired by 
the impressions of things we see in 

our environmental routines but mostly 
organics. What matters is how to 

further stem the ideas into design. 
For Saprang, the inner lining of nature 

is a key to all ideas. Forms and lines 
are reinterpreted with appropriate 

materials, craftsmanship and 
individual skill of artisans that express 
the whole combination into wearable 

jewelry collections.
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Shoson Jarupatcha

www.craftedskin.com

Jarupatcha’s passion for weaving came at a very early 
age. While waiting for her mother who was a botanist 
finishing a lab work, she curiously put her handkerchief 
under a microscope and discovered the beauty of twisted 
yarns and weave structures. She then passionately 
immersed herself in textile training and education in 
Thailand as well as postgraduate studies in the USA, 
Italy and the UK. After moving back to Thailand in 2004, 
she has become a full-time textile instructor at
King Mongkut’s Institute of Technology Ladkrabang and 
design consultant for government and non-government 
sectors such as Chaipattana Foundation, International 
Trade Centre, United Nations Conference on Trade and 
Development (UNCTAD), Thailand Creative and Design 
Centre (TCDC), and worked on art and design projects 
with Jim Thompson, Alexander Lamont, Tai Ping, Doi 
Tung, McJeans and Naraya. Co-Founded Ausara Surface 
in 2016 with her friend Shoson Tatawakorn, it sees 
Jarupatcha elevating her own benchmark to creating 
advanced technology woven materials such as stainless 
steel, copper, brass, tin, carbon fiber, Kevlar and basalt.
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Zen Forum

www.apiwatchitapanya.com

Apiwat has been working in 
furniture industry since his graduation.
His consistency in using organic forms 

towards design concept and expression
has brought him goodwill on his 

furniture design profile where he has 
received many local and international 

awards including Japan’s GMark Award 
and Thailand’s DEmark in 2016.
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Because we are heartmakers. 
We aim to deliver a excellent 
heartmade quality product and 
service from thailand to the world.



THAILAND TRUST MARKBRAND HEROES OF THAILAND
Thailand Trust Mark, or T Mark, is a symbol that the 
Department of International Trade Promotion, Ministry of 
Commerce has created to grant to Thai entrepreneurs who 
produce products and services that meet with international 
standards and have trusted brands.

T Mark is used to promote Thai goods and services 
by communicating to buyers and consumers about the 
exceptional characteristics of the goods and services 
in the following aspects:
- International standard and quality.
- Eco-friendly/green.
- Social responsibility, such as ones with CSR and good 
governance, those that protect and provide labor welfare, 
good working conditions and promote human resource 
development.

While there are many brands vying for a share in the 
Thai market, a number of companies have worked hard 
to develop their brands into household names through 
innovation, good governance, sustainability, and 
becoming good “citizen” brands. We call them 
Thailand’s Brand Heroes, marketing superstars, who set 
the standards for others to follow and carry the Thai flag 
into international marketplaces.



Ayodhya

www.ayodhyatrade.com

Ayodhya is a leading home decorative brand from Thailand, 
offering unique design of handicraft made of natural fibers, 
with water hyacinth as our signature material. Founded in 
1994, we started our home decorative merchandise business 
with our  first flagship store at Gaysorn Plaza in Bangkok. Our 
founder M.L. Pawinee Sukhasvasti was then a leader in the 
stylistic side of a rural development research project, trying to 
find innovative way to get rid of water hyacinth, which clogged 
up many of the Kingdom’s waterways and caused hazardous 
impact to the local eco-system. She brought with her passion 
to turn the natural fiber into contemporary crafts. Since then, 
AYODHYA has pioneered the use of water hyacinth in the 
innovative designs for vases, trays, frames, baskets, lamps, 
rugs and cushions, and introduced the products internationally 
in 1998. Created from water hyacinth, hemp and cotton, most 
AYODHYA designs are based on natural  fibers, sourced from 
the handicraft network of grassroots and hill tribes in provin-
cial Thailand. So, not only has AYODHYA introduced unique 
handicrafts, but also provided supplementary income directly 
to Thai villagers. Especially for the water hyacinth products, 
each item contributes to the improvement of Thailand’s river 
environment and provides a better living to the Thai community.
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Blue Elephant

www.blueelephant.com

Our continuous aim is to provide Thai authentic
products (made in Thailand, from natural 
Thai ingredients) and make sophisticated 

Thai cuisine available for everyone. Still no 
obscure ingredients in our shopping list (natural, 

no MSG, no preservatives, no artificial coloring) 
as we keep on grinding spices together, that’s 

all! Each year, our Master Chef Nooror Somany 
Steppe comes up with new recipes to broaden 
our selection of Thai premium grocery line and 
food service solutions. In the highlights of 2016,

our improved recipe of new signature product 
varies from curry paste (reduced in salt, suitable 

for vegetarians and vegans, gluten free), premium 
fish sauce (highest protein content). We have also 
developed a new Street Food collection featuring 

exclusive innovations such as Thai fish cake
cooking set, sticky rice dessert kit, Blue Elephant 

snacks that enable people to enjoy tasty Thai 
delights in a healthier way, a new Southern Thai 
Biryani cooking set with Hom Mali jasmine rice, 

new healthy ginger sauce with tea-seed oil.
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Carpet  Maker (Thailand)

www.carpetmaker.co.th

Carpet Maker is gaining a reputation as the most reliable 
high-end custom made carpet manufacturer with more than 
26-year experience. Established in 1986, the company takes pride 
in the craftsmen of Northeastern Thailand, whose expertise 
is derived from a culture of weaving combined with years of 
training, experience and continuous improvements. They are 
highly skilled in line drawing, tufting and carving our carpets. 
Excellence is our trademark and trust is our currency. 
Throughout our carpet journey, a commitment to continuous 
improvement always takes priority. Every step is reflected in 
our philosophy, “We measure success by our employee’s 
quality of life and our customer’s delight”. Our product range is 
comprehensive, incorporating dramatic contemporary and trusted 
traditional rug designs as well as custom made patterns for 
wall-to-wall carpets. The superiority of our indoor and outdoor 
carpets is found in the hand tufting, machine tufting and hand 
weaving. Carpet Maker has served a diverse customer base drawn 
from top fashion brands, residential settings, private yachts and 
jets, royal residences and palaces to large hotel projects. Only the 
most resilient natural materials, including wool, silk, linen, and 
bamboo, are carefully selected for all our carpets, thus assuring a 
product with exquisite features and world-renowned quality.
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Greentea (Ranong Tea)

www.greenteathai.com

Under the concept of “Healthy Living”,  
Ranong Tea has selected the best and quality 

 source from many parts of Thailand such as 
the Mulberry tea from Chiang Rai province 

where our tea plantation is located. All of our 
products are guaranteed by the standard of 

many international certifications such as BRC, 
GMP and HACCP. Ranong Tea products have 

been continuously developed in order to offer 
the best quality to customers. Ranong Tea 
comes in a product range of Mulberry Tea, 

Green Tea, Herbal Infusion Tea, In stant Ginger 
Drink and Functional Coffee. All products are 

functional beverages for health conscious 
consumer who concerns the well-being.

The products are antioxidant and intoxicated
 and has been distributed to more than 

25 countries around the globe.
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I-spa Bathroom

www.bathroomtomorrow.com

With our business vision that we want to be in the top 5 of World’s leader 
producing innovative bathroom product in terms of design, function, 
technology and material. In addition to our own business achievement, 
we also have strong ambition to prove that Thai designers and manufacturers 
are able to be well-recognized and uphold value added to Thai products 
and brand names to the world market. Today, it complements a company’s 
product portfolio in the spirit of brand management to global market. 
Throughout the years, our export has had a sustainable growth and diverse 
expansion over 30 countries in Asia, Europe and Middle East. We provide 
competitive advantages to our agents and customers with full range of 
innovative bathroom related products for your comfort and wellness. 
Our products presented as inspirational concepts to assist our innovation 
technology and design oriented customers. The superb quality and innovation 
in design, function, technology and material have been continuously 
recognized by being the first Asian sanitary company winning the international 
prestigious world’s product design awards since year 2007. Our management 
adopted the philosophy of Sufficient Economy path to balance financial risks, 
sufficient income and sustainable growth. The Good Governance Award could 
testify to the correctness of our long and consistent philosophy that always 
returns added values and benefits to all stakeholders. This is our pledge to 
ensure that the prestige we have received remains the proof of customer 
contentment and the source of our delight for further development.
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Prempracha’s Collection

www.prempracha.com

For more than 2 decades, Prempracha’s 
Collection has continually strived for excellence 

in design and quality within the fine art of 
ceramics. With an international design and 

development team, talented local artisans, and 
dedicated staff, Prempracha’s Collection has 
gained an international reputation as one of 

the leaders for fine stoneware ceramics. Our 
spacious factory and showroom in Chiang Mai 
feature both mould making and hand forming 

sections, unsurpassed glazing technologies 
as well as hand carving and hand painting 

studios. At Prempracha’s, we are continually 
developing new concepts and techniques and 

aim to translate current fashion and home decor 
trends into our ever-expanding stoneware range. 

We are a full service and well organized factory 
with over 1000 unique designs in our current 

collections including tableware and accessories, 
vases, wall art, decorative items and garden 

accessories. Prempracha’s Collection is also 
capable of making custom designs for our clients.
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THANN

www.thann.info

A natural skincare and aromatherapy products using botanicals derived of 
the finest resources and modern dermatological science. THANN products 
are certified by International skin institutes including dermatologist test, 
irritation test and efficacy test for quality and efficacy. Providing the core 
ingredients for THANN’s skincare products are the Vitamin E-rich extracts 
of rice bran oil deriving from the Oryza sativa, commonly known as rice; 
that is a unique staple of Thai subsistence for over five millenniums 
as well as the powerful anti-oxidant enriched Nano Shiso extract and 
Regenistem rice extract from Bhutan red rice, the latest biotechnology 
active ingredient targeting the skin’s natural renewing abilities in 
Epigenetic level. Furthermore, THANN uses pure aromatic essential oils, 
extracted from precious plants and florals in skincare products that aim 
to provide unique healing effect and enhancing memorable touch of 
senses. Aiming to offer our customers a lifestyle of total wellness, THANN 
provides quality products and services through its design, innovation, 
professional retail staff, and worldwide distributors in 16 countries 
including Australia, China, Finland, Germany, Hong Kong, Japan, 
Malaysia, Mexico, Mongolia, Singapore, South Korea, Sweden, Taiwan, 
Thailand, Vietnam and USA. In addition to THANN’s retail presence, 
THANN also expanded into the award redemption and in-flight duty 
free in airline industry as well as in the hospitality segment, supplying 
amenities to 5-star resorts and hotels and airport lounges.
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